Reconstitution of an operon from overlapping fragments: use of the lambda SV2 integrative cloning system.
We have used the lambda SV2 system [Howard and Gottesman. In Gluzman (Ed.), Eukaryotic Viral Vectors. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, NY, 1982, pp. 211-216; in Inouye, M. (Ed.) Experimental Manipulations of Gene Expression. Academic Press, New York, 1983, pp. 137-153] to reconstitute the Salmonella typhimurium his operon from overlapping fragments. lambda SV2 can be propagated as an autonomously replicating plasmid or as a prophage integrated in the Escherichia coli chromosome at the lambda attachment site; our reconstitution was accomplished in the integrated state. We first inserted a portion of the his operon into lambda SV2 and integrated the resulting plasmid by site-specific recombination into the E. coli chromosome. This was achieved by brief induction of a resident prophage. The lysogen was then transformed with DNA from a lambda SV2 clone carrying the remainder of the his operon on an overlapping DNA fragment. The second plasmid was forced to integrate into the first by homologous recombination. When this recombination occurs at the his overlap, a lysogen carrying two lambda SV2 prophages is produced. One prophage carries the entire his operon and the other carries the his overlap region. The latter is removed by site-specific recombination, permitting further contiguous sequences to be sequentially added to the remaining prophage. This method should be applicable for the reconstitution and maintenance of large genes or gene clusters in the E. coli genome.